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The way of the shaman

Keeping Skills Sharp - View the top 8 worksheets found for this concept. Some of the worksheets for this concept are math week g r and de6 by essentials, Math Week g r and de7 by essentials, Math Week g r and de5 by essentials, Math Week g r and de7 by essentials, Math Week g r and de7 by essentials, Problems
week 19, Week maths g r and de7 by essentials, Keep your skills up to date at work. Found worksheet you are looking for? To download/print, click the pop-up icon or print the icon to the worksheet to print or download. The worksheet opens in a new window. You can &amp; download or print using the browser's
document reader options. Subscription: WTF Back Questions (Digital Only): Click Here Click Here This Article Originally Appeared in Undercover Issue 12 Using Pekiti-Tirsia Kali as Your Edged-Weapon Combat System Warning! The terms given here are for illustrative purposes only. Seek training from a reputable
instructor before attempting any techniques discussed or mentioned in this story. During the two world wars, when advances in weapons technology took the death toll and bloodshed to a level the world has never seen before, General Patton's quote about attacks edged with weapons is particularly interesting: The fear
that their guts will be examined with cold steel at the hands of men insane in combat has won many fights. As many police officers who have witnessed the aftermath of edge-gun and firearm attacks will tell you, it's always gore-edged gun attacks that leave the most lasting impression. Perhaps much of this is attributed to
a certain violent intent required by an individual to get up close and personal with the edges of a gun to commit an attack, or to use one in self-defense. Each year in the United States alone, around 130,000 edge-gun attacks are reported to police, 1,500 to 2,000 of them resulting in deaths, according to the FBI Unified
Crime Report. In some European countries, border attacks have increased dramatically in recent years. England and Wales saw a near 40 per cent increase in gun-edged attacks between 2015 and 2017, with almost 40,000 reported last year, according to the Home Office. Is there anything you can do to survive a gun-
based attack? Absolutely! According to FBI statistics, less than 2 percent of edged gun attacks actually end in homicides. That means more than 98 percent of those attacks survived. While absolute is difficult to define or guarantee in self-defense situations, what is certain is that someone can increase their chances of
survival by a edged-weapon attack through training. While there's a lot to be said for situational awareness and how to avoid the likelihood of being attacked, there's no reliable formula for 100-percent avoidance. Many self-defense programs and martial arts systems students to defend themselves against edge attacks.



One martial arts that evolved primarily as a edge-based weapon combat system, both offensive and counter-offensive, is Pekiti-Tirsia Kali. What is PTK? Pekiti Tirsia Kali (PTK) is a martial arts native of the Bacolod region of the Philippines. It is closely related to other Philippine Martial Arts (FMA) in Kali, Eskrima, and
Arnis systems. The true origin of these art is shrouded in mystery and often discussed, but what is certain is that they have evolved to their present forms within the Philippine archipelago, and they have been influenced to varying degrees over the past few centuries by the various civilizations that have made their way to
the Philippines in the form of merchants, missionaries, or would-be colonists/conquerors. One of these artes went through a lot of evolution in the hands of the Tortal clan from the period of the Philippine Revolution (circa 1890) through the Japanese invasion and subsequent occupation (1941-'45). This has become the
root of what we now know as Pekiti Tirsia Kali. In the early 1970s Leo Tortal Gaje Jr. brought this family art to the United States after being trained by his grandfather Conrado Tortal. He was the first of his family to teach art to non Filipinos. Since then, the blade of PTK's work has featured among Philippine martial arts,
and heavily influenced other FMA systems around the world. Many offshoot systems have evolved, taking on different names and evolving in different directions. Some have chosen to place an exclusive focus on working with a knife, while others focus more on an aggressive approach to wrestling. Others focus more on
tactical application of PTK techniques and principles. Unlike most martial arts, which begin to train in empty-handed combat, initial and basic training in PTK evolution include implicit use of edges and impact weapons. Joint training weapons range in length from a short knife or impact tool, to a rattan stick around 28 to 32
inches. It also corresponds to the length of the most commonly used long blades in the Area of the Philippines where this art originates. Knife vs Knife: High Stabbing 1.    Get ready to defend against an overhand stabbing attacker by crossing a knife toward your left shoulder. 2. Step forward and left, get to the outside of
your attacker's arm. 3. Hack it with your forearm on your forearm while hooking your hand with a knife and sweeping it to the right. 4. Control the arm above the elbow with your left hand. 5. Gain positive control of the hand with a knife on top of the wrist, and a left hand at the bottom above the elbow. 6. Turn your right
foot back to position yourself behind the attacker. Cut off your wrist and move the knife up to your neck (if appropriate and necessary) to imminent mortal threat. Empty Hand vs Knife: High Stabbing 1.    You watch your attacker pick up the knife in a stabbing position. 2. Get ready to defend by crossing your right hand
toward your left shoulder while stepping forward and left, getting toward the outside of your attacker's arm. 3. Hack with your forearm into your forearm. 4. Use his attack momentum to sweep your hand down the right. 5. Control the arm just above the elbow with your left hand while striking the front of the neck (viscera)
with the inner blade of the right forearm.   6. Continue the momentum of the strike while pushing it to the right hand to bring it back. Sweep on the right foot with the right foot can also be useful in this step if necessary. 7. When it descends and hits the ground, clamp up on the forearms with your right hand and push your
forearms into your armpits. This will ensure that his hand does not escape or lower the torso.   8. Quickly transition your right hand to control your wrist. 9. Step back with your right foot to prepare for the kick. 10. Deliver an aggressive kick to the back of the head, then get ready for follow-up strikes, disarm, or disconnect.
Option 2: Disconnect and transition (*Continue from step 4 above) 5.    Control its arm just above the elbow with your left hand while simultaneously pushing your right hand and preparing to push. 6. Bounce with both hands, right hand on the back of your right shoulder in order to spin it away from you. 7. Start running in
the opposite direction where you spun it, while drawing whatever weapon you might be carrying from its hidden position. 8. Continue disconnection if the environment and the situation permit. 9. If the environment does not allow you to disconnect, prepare to confront the threat again with a gun in your hand. Many martial
arts specialize in one or more areas of combat, whether it's striking, stand-up sparring, ground combat, joint manipulation, or other. When it comes to edge-based weapon warfare and countermeasures, the unique methodology of PTK training definitely puts it at the cutting edge of techniques and tactics. Under PTK,
empty-handed combat comes in later evolutions, where practitioners use the same foot principles, weapon strike angles, countermeasures, and disarming techniques as they apply to empty-handed tactics. The basics of PtK at the basic level puts much of its initial focus on distance and proximity control, the basic
elements in the blade-focused system. This is done through foot training and body fishing drills. Dictating proximity or your position in relation to an opponent is considered necessary in controlling the ability of the opponent to attack and defend. distance is essential for accuracy, especially when controlling weapons of
different lengths. The focus of many PTK gun-based drills is to increase speed, performance, timing and accuracy. These attributes – inter alia – are considered necessary for the technique to function in a defensive situation. The beauty of PTK is what is often called the transferable principle methodology. What it
concerns is the ability to use knife techniques and keep fighting with what happens to be in your hand, i.e. hidden or improvised weapons. The only real differences are 1) the length and therefore the impact of the weapon, and 2) the offensive properties of the weapon, i.e. punctures, lacerations, and/or blunt trauma. This
creates a great power-multiplication capacity for self-defense situations that can also help chances against opponents(s) that could be bigger and/or stronger than you. The second part of the transferable methodology principle is the ability to use techniques from often trained knife versus knife tactics because they apply
to empty-handed defenses versus knives. Many of the defensive maneuvers are the same, but the focus is more on empty-handed solutions that allow you to escape, procure a weapon to your person or the environment, or prevent an attacker with punches, takedowns and/or joint manipulation. Edge-weapons
countermeasures While PTK involves training many ways to use knife insults and subsequent countermeasures, much of the focus is on countering the most common type of knife attacks. These most common attacks are a hand stab with forward grip, or an overhand stab with reverse grip. Being a edge-based weapon
based system, knife-based defense versus knife attacks are usually trained first. Repetition is considered necessary for building muscle memory and improving the details of any technique. It not only increases speed, timing, performance, distance, accuracy, footwork, and manual coordination with each repetition, but
also creates faster response and response threats. One common way to get a lot of training repeating various elements of offensive and defensive techniques is through the flow of drills. Flow drills usually involve training different levels of attack, counter, and depicting attacks in a repetitive cycle. At some point, the flow
is broken to train Panapos or finishing techniques such as unfit strikes and/or takedowns. The same movements trained in a knife-vs.-knife scenario are then applied to empty-handed versus knife tactics, and therefore streamline the process of learning different weapons and anti-gun tactics through a transferable
methodology principle. Defense Knife Selection There are many knife styles that can be functional for defense purposes, and in this day and age the options are virtually limitless. Here are a few things that when choosing a defensive knife. Use more one trains in PTK, the more one comes to appreciate a well balanced
blade. A handle that fits well into your personal handle, and a blade that balances the handle well in both the front and inverted handles. There are four parts of the knife that should be taken into account, because each of them is used in PTK tactics: - Point blades should have a good puncture ability. – Primary or front
edge – secondary or inner edge, whether full or half false edge – pommel how it can be used to punch or to insert the thumb in the inverted handle The ideal knife will have each of these elements; However, a knife with only one or two of these elements can still be effective with good training. Knife vs Knife: Low
Stabbing 1.    You are attacked by a right hand forward knife move, one of the most common edge gun attacks. 2. Using the blade of the forearm, hack on the attacker's forearm while stepping forward and left toward the outside of the shoulder. Use a knife to hook, cut and control your hand if necessary. 3. Press and
control the attacker's arm just above the elbow with your left hand. 4. Hook the knife through the wrist while wrapping your left hand under your arm near your shoulder. Control his hand while delivering an incision to his wrist. This could make it easier to disarm. 5. If this is reasonable and necessary, bring your knife up to
the target around your neck. Push your hand into your armpit while clamping your right hand down to prevent him pulling the knife out and cutting you out. 6. Pull out the knife to make the cut while continuing to push and control the hand. Continue to address the objectives as necessary to neutralise the immediate threat.
Deployment A good defensive knife should be easily brought from its supporting position to the defensive handle under physical duress. Even the best of knives is useless if you can't get your hand up when you need it to save your life. Knives with a fixed blade are the most swell for this purpose, but not always the most
swooping for the purpose of wearing every day. Folding knives are usually more practical for every day to perform, but require more fine-engine handling to open, which can be difficult under stress. Be that as it may, knife deployment training should be part of your regular regimen. Reality The perfect defensive blade can
be great for your home collection, but even a steak knife in your hand at the moment you need to defend your life is more valuable than the perfect combat knife that sits at home in the closet. When choosing defensive blades, make sure it's practical for every day to perform or for staging in defensive locations at home
or in your vehicle. The country of manufacture and knife materials will often have a significant impact on the cost of the knife. is also something to consider, a knife that you can be satisfied with still meets your budget. Just remember that people have been using simple steels and materials to create effective defense
blades for millennia. Another consideration is the legality of carrying or transporting knives where you live or travel. If you're creative, you'll be able to find something - bladed or not - that PTK training will help you use effectively in a defensive situation. Conclusion, so constantly being armed means you're ready now,
right? Wrong; However, this is a major step in the right direction. Education is paramount, and Pekiti-Tirsia Kali is one of the best arts that will provide you with that training. If you want to learn to be good with fists, train in boxing or similar art. If you want to learn to be a good grappler, go and study Brazilian Jiu Jitsu or
something similar. If you want to learn defensive knife and anti-knife tactics, Pekiti-Tirsia Kali and related art are the way to go. Of course the ideal situation is to cross-train in different arts to be well rounded, because each will complement the other. If you are looking to maximize your self-defense skills, learning to use
defensive weapons was the path that humanity took from time immemory. Empty Hand vs Knife: Low Stabbing 1.    Your attacker is trying to protect your attack by pushing you with your left hand. 2. Push your hand side with your left hand, immediately followed by your right forearm. 3. Lift your right forearm to prepare for
the defense of the knife. 4. Using the blade of the forearm, hack on the attacker's forearm while stepping forward and left toward the outside of the shoulder. 5. With your left hand, push and control the upper part of the attacker just above the elbow. 6. Hook your right hand over your wrist while wrapping your left hand
under your arm near your shoulder. Pull on the wrist when lowering the left shoulder to create armbar hyperextension on the elbow. If necessary, sweep back to the right foot with your left foot.    Continue armpit to the ground, maintain pressure and contact with the left shoulder on the back of the right arm. Pull it on the
wrist and support the wrist against the leg, and continue to put pressure on the elbow with the chest. * This takedown must be dynamic to prevent it from rolling out or escaping. 8. Quickly pin your hand to the ground with your right hand on your wrist and your left hand to the back of your arm. Place the upper left tibia
above the elbow to maintain hyperextension. 9. Quickly stand while pushing down on the elbow with your left hand. 10. Add an aggressive kick to the back of your head, then get ready for follow-up strikes, disarm, or disconnect option 2: Strike to Disengage (*Continuation from step 5 above) 6.    Continue printing hand
through his body in preparation to strike with his right hand. 7. Add an open hand punch to the ear and/or back of the jaw with your right hand. 8. Deliver a pushing punch with your left hand on your back spin and push it away. 9. If the environment allows, quickly disconnect in the opposite direction where you pushed it. 5
Common False assumptions about knife fighting and knife fighting knife fighting practitioners are experts in throwing knives. Fact: Throwing knives is not the best strategy, especially when it's your primary weapon (and maybe just a gun). At most, it should only be used as a potential distraction tactic. If your attacker holds
a knife in the front saber handle do not worry, he is an amateur and does not know what he is doing. Fact: Knives are deadly regardless of adhesion, and should always be taken seriously. Practitioners knife fight art train in both forward and reverse handles. When in the opposite icepick grip, always hold the knife with the
edge facing inwards. Fact: There are pros and cons that have inwards or outwards pointing to the edge in reverse grip. Knife fighting practitioners should train to understand and utilize both. The knife must have a black or dark blade to make it a tactical knife. Fact: Even a shiny polished knife can have a tactical
advantage. The psychological effects of seeing shiny steel in an opponent's hand can win a fight before it even starts. If you have a gun, you don't have to worry about knives. After all, everyone knows you're not going to bring a knife into a gun fight. Fact: Action always defeats the reaction. Up close, the gun case can't
stop a knife attack. Understanding the basic knife defense is essential for surviving a knife attack if you are going to have a chance of drawing a gun. Weapon.
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